
Sygic Job Dispatch
Managing mobile workforce made easy. 
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Track mobile resources and have jobs under control. 

It’s so easy with our job management software.
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Register now. It’s free!

or visit sygic.com/jobdispatch

John Smith 

Bratislava, Slovakia

Free for
���GD\V

http://www.sygic.com/jobdispatch
http://jobdispatch.sygic.com/Account/Registration


Get started in 5 minutes:

1. Create a dispatchers

account

2��<RXU�PRELOH�VWD
install the app

3. Start managing

your workforce

Features of Sygic Job Dispatch include:

For more info visit V\JLF�FRP�MREGLVSDWFK

Seamless job dispatching 

to Android app

Real-time employee 

location tracking

Employee job completion 
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Detailed performance

and job history reviewing

Free messaging with 

built-in messenger

Unlimited number of 

tasks and workers

Job scheduling in advance 

from any computer

Integration with Google 

maps and Sygic navigation

Job Dispatch
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jdc.client.apk
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How Sygic Job Dispatch helps merchandising companies?
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Job Dispatch gives you not only the overview of all jobs and visited places 

in real time, but also their complete history. 

1. The dispatcher schedules a list of tasks

each merchandiser should do and sends 

it to their Job Dispatch application. 

3. When a merchandiser gets to the delivery 

destination, he checks the goods. If any 

items are lacking, he can take a photo 

as a proof.

2. Each merchandiser receives a list 

of tasks divided by days of the week. 

This list of tasks for the whole week is 

saved on each merchandiser’s phone. 

 



6. At any time of the week the 

dispatcher can access the complete 

report and history of the jobs. Job 

Dispatch provides him with informa-

tion about visited places, time spent 

and possible issues. This information 

makes it easy to schedule the tasks 

for the next week.

4. The merchandiser unloads the goods

and checks the inventory. As each task 

is done, he records the progress 

in the Job Dispatch application 

on his mobile. 

5. This information is immediately available 

to the dispatcher.  He sees the up-to-the-

minute status of tasks and can respond 
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There are many other ways in which you can

use Job Dispatch for your business and easily

manage your entire mobile workforce.

For more info visit V\JLF�FRP�MREGLVSDWFK 
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